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REVIEW
MARY EVELYN TUCKER, JOHN GRIM, AND ANDREW ANGYAL, THOMAS BERRY: A
BIOGRAPHY (New York: Columbia University Press, 2019)
Review by Herman Greene
Who was this man, this Thomas Berry? We know he made his mark. We can show where he
made a substantial difference in, among other fields, ecological spirituality, environmental
ethics, religion and ecology, Earth law, and cosmology. Yet, those of us who are devoted to his
work feel he has a historical significance far beyond what has yet been recognized. We feel his
influence will grow over time.
The authors of Thomas Berry: A Biography, Mary Evelyn Tucker, John Grim, and Andrew Angyal,
wisely chose not to define or make claims regarding Berry’s historical role or potential future
role and significance. They did exactly what the very modest title of the book says, they wrote a
biography of Thomas Berry. I would say they wrote an astounding biography, one that will
propel his work forward. The biography is a landmark in the life of the Thomas Berry
community and a new beginning for work of that community. This is because it helps us to
know and understand him better. The biography may also serve as an entry point for people
who don’t know of Thomas. The book reads well and its content is mesmerizing.
People who knew Thomas Berry established a direct link with him. He was a kind of polymath
and he would talk with people about the topics in which they were most interested. I carry an
image of Thomas being at the center of a wagon wheel with spokes going out from him to
individual people and particular groups of people. My personal interests were philosophy,
theology, church and world history, social policy, and building a movement, the last being a
topic in which Thomas showed little interest. When I met with Thomas, we discussed these
topics at length over many years. Carolyn Toben was more interested in spirituality and the
inner life. When I read her book on her conversations with Thomas Berry, Recovering a Sense of
the Sacred, I was surprised at what they discussed . . . he never talked with me in the way he
talked with Carolyn. In the last year of Thomas’s life (2008-09), we of the Center for Ecozoic
Studies issued a call for tributes to Thomas Berry and received and published 151 of them.
Reading and editing them, I couldn’t help but be aware of the many spokes that went out from
Thomas and how many people felt a very special relationship with him. It was not a contest, but
it was evident that many felt their connection with Thomas was among the closest and truest
ones.
It was a great gift for Thomas to be able to speak with people where they were and about what
interested them. This changed the lives of people and enabled them to go deeper into their
personal callings. A slight problem with this, however, is that people may have thought their
spokes of the wheel were the total wheel. I was one of those people. I spent hundreds of hours
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in personal conversation with him, still I came away from reading this book saying “I barely
knew him.” Maybe this will not be the case for some, but many of the people who read this
biography will come away saying “Thomas was bigger than we knew.”
The 20th century will go down as a pivotal century, one equal in importance to any other in
human history. In the 20th century modern physics and biology were born as well as digital technology.
Humans reached deep into the structure of atoms and the genetic structure of life. They explored outer
space. Earth systems science was born. Chemistry and materials science grew rapidly. Transportation
mechanisms and systems spread across Earth. Global communication became instant. The knowledge of
humankind in its breadth and depth became available at the click of a computer mouse. Great
migrations occurred of unprecedented scale, some from rural to urban areas (especially in China), some
for work reasons, and some due to forced migrations caused by war, famine, repression, extreme
poverty, or other reasons. Travel for tourism, conferences, business, and other reasons brought the
peoples of the world into contact each other. The potential for ultimate destruction through wars as
well as the potentials for genocide, terrorism, and hate became manifest. Economies were globalized.
Models of democracy spread along with those of autocracy and totalitarianism. Earth’s life and life
systems were drastically altered. Since 1970 wild vertebrate populations have declined by 60% and the
amount of fish in the oceans by half. Human population increased from 1. 6 billion to more than 6 billion
in the 20th century and is still growing. Human impact surpassed the carrying capacity of Earth. The
ideas, technologies, lessons, and impacts of the 20th century will endure long into the future.

There is no way back from the 20th century and for many there is apprehension that there is no
way forward. As a species, we Homo sapiens, having been in being for about 250,000 years, are
a young species. The average lifespan for a mammal species is one million years and for some
mammal species as long as ten million years. Strangely, all the advances of the 20th century
rather than bringing confidence about the human future, left it in doubt. I would venture that
few of us can imagine a human future lasting 10 million more years on Earth. Certainly the
techno-skeptics cannot, nor as I see it can the techno-optimists who blithely envision a future
of intelligent robots who have replaced humans and perhaps downloaded their souls or of
humans migrating from our depleted planet to outer space.
One could, however, anticipate the continuation of our species on Earth for millions of years. If
so, these future Earthlings might look back on the 20th century as a crucible in which civilization
ended and an ecological post-civilization began. It’s too soon to tell, however, because we are
still living in that time where the old is ending and prospects for the future are uncertain. We
are living in the aftermath of the 20th century . . . aware of its devastation, reliant upon and
often enjoying its benefits, but doubting its promise.
The 20th century is a background theme of Thomas Berry: A Biography. Many people lived through the
same times he did, but not as he did. While an awkward analogy, I would say Thomas was a sponge who
absorbed many dimensions of that century. Having done so, he discerned their meaning and synthesized
a multi-dimensional vision of an Ecozoic era, that of a viable human future in mutually enhancing
relations with Earth community. His vision is one that requires a fundamental reorientation of the
human project, a change in direction so difficult that Berry called it the Great Work. The biography
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brilliantly presents the process of Thomas’s life, sources of his vision, and the ways he inspired others. It
complexifies his life and thought in a beneficial way. One cannot understand Thomas and his vision in a
strictly rational way—they resist reduction and simple expression. To understand requires a lot of
education, but to fully understand his life, thought, and vision means to enter into his space and, having
entered, to be guided intuitively. His writings and this biography offer instructions on and invitations to
enter this space. The first eight chapters of the biography give a roughly chronological history of Thomas
life and the last four chapters concern his thought.
Thomas was born in 1914 in Greensboro, North Carolina. His father, William, and mother, Bess, had
moved there from Kentucky for William to take a job as a dispatcher for the Southern Railroad.
Greensboro at the time was a small town of 15,000 people. Thomas’s family was Catholic and grew in
size to 13 children, 15 including the parents. William saw the opportunity to begin a coal delivery
business as homes and factories were converting to coal furnaces. Thomas told me that at first the
family just picked up coal that fell off coal cars and sold the coal for extra money, but this gave way to
delivery service which continues until this day under the name Berico, originally Berry Coal Company.
While located in the agrarian US South and the Piedmont area of North Carolina, Greensboro became a
city of industry dominated by manufacturing of textiles and tobacco products. Thomas, a brooding type
who was drawn to solitude in nature, experienced firsthand the process of industrialization and the
transformation of society resulting therefrom. He experienced it working in his father’s company and in
the changes that were taking place in Greensboro. He experienced the marginalization of Catholics, of
African Americans, and of industrial laborers. He entered adulthood in the time of the Great Depression
and World War II.

While still young, he moved with his family to a home on the edge of town. There he had a
defining experience at “the meadow across the creek” from his home. It was springtime. He
gazed at “lilies rising above the thick grass.” He heard the singing of crickets in the woods and
watched the clouds overhead. He described his experience in a chapter in The Great Work
called “The Meadow across the Creek.” The experience became normative for him. Whatever
preserved this meadow in its natural cycles of transformation was good and what did not was
not.
While he recalled vividly this moment, he did not then become a naturalist or, until much later
in life, an environmentalist. In his unpublished memoir called Goldenrod, which was a
frequently cited source in the biography, he wrote “The volume of such experiences [in nature]
may not be the determining thing. It may rather be the quality of the experience” (quoted on p.
39). In his young life he had experiences that connected him deeply with Earth.
As a young man, his path was oriented to religious studies and a contemplative life. At age
fourteen he was sent to study at Mount St. Mary’s Preparatory School, a school for Catholic
boys, in Emmitsburg, Maryland. He would not return to Greensboro to live for the next sixty-six
years. For me it is hard to imagine that he played on the varsity football and basketball teams,
but he did. He went to dances, especially with girls from nearby St. Joseph’s College High
School, and he hiked in the nearby Blue Ridge Mountains. He graduated first in his class.
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After finishing his freshman year of college, also in Emmitsburg, he decided to enter the
Passionist religious order. Members of that order had preached at the church he attended as a
child in Greensboro. He wrote he had “chosen the Passionists because of the special devotion
to the Passion of Christ, because of its mission work, and because of the strictness of the
Order” (Thomas Berry letter, quoted on p. 25). His monastic life was quite demanding. For the
next fourteen years he would seldom see his family. During this time he would complete his
college degree in Passionist seminaries and seven years of study for the priesthood, including
three years of philosophy followed by four of theology. In his early monastic training he was
limited to sending one letter a month to his parents, and other modes of communication were
restricted. He slept on a pallet filled with straw and made his own leather belt and sandals. He
chanted the Divine Office five times a day and engaged in spiritual exercises. He was a
prodigious scholar and would regularly read between three and six in the morning after early
morning prayers (Matins and Lauds) and before daybreak prayers (Prime and Terce). He studied
scripture, canon law, rhetoric, music, Christian mystics, church history, and Greek philosophy,
and he took on the study of Upanishadic literature and classical Chinese writings. Aristotle and
Aquinas had a major impact on his thinking, as did St. Augustine. He saw Augustine’s City of God
as playing a crucial role at the time of the fall of the Roman Empire and saw the 20 th century as
a similar period of upheaval with the need for a visionary story.
His practice of praying and working and studying and contemplating in regular intervals
throughout the day and the night gave him a mystical sense of the sustaining rhythms of nature
and of the cosmos as well. He reflected on how the Benedictine religious order carried the
classical intellectual and cultural traditions in the dark ages between the 6 th and 11th centuries.
In 1942, at age 28, Thomas was ordained to the priesthood and a year later he began doctoral
studies in history at Catholic University in Washington, DC. From that time Thomas began a
broadening out from the intense years of philosophical, religious and monastic studies with the
Passionists, but always his life and work were grounded in his classical education. At Catholic
University he studied Western political and military history. Reading Christopher Dawson,
Arnold Toynbee, and Eric Voeglin, he studied the history of civilizations and their rise and fall.
He embarked on cultural studies which became a lifelong pursuit. He wrote a dissertation on
History in a World Religious Context, in which he examined the philosophy of history in
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism. His initial dissertation was rejected as being overly
broad and as lacking sufficient footnotes and quotations, a criticism that would be made of his
writing throughout his career. He was interdisciplinary and made observations on large
patterns of development, whereas academic studies were increasingly becoming disciplinary
and narrow. He submitted a second dissertation on The Historical Theory of Giambattista Vico.
Vico is credited with beginning the field of philosophy of history and sought to articulate a
single science of the humanities that explained the historical cycles of the rise and fall of
societies. Vico criticized enlightenment rationalism and praised classical knowledge. His
observations of history included reflection on “planetary order and even the entire order of the
universe” (Goldenrod 73, quoted on p. 47). Thomas in his later work followed Vico in offering a
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sweeping cultural and cosmological interpretation of history and in his criticism of
Enlightenment rationalism, but Thomas departed from Vico’s particular historical analysis.
Just as Thomas was completing his doctoral studies, he obtained a long sought-after
assignment to do mission work in China. The biography gives an amusing story concerning the
day of Thomas’s dissertation defense, July 3, 1948. This was the same day he was to leave on a
train to San Francisco where he would catch a boat to China. He finished his defense with
barely enough time to make his train. He caught a taxi to the train station and upon arrival he
rushed out and left the only copy of his dissertation in the taxi! Fortunately the document was
eventually returned to him. This story reminds us of how different life was in Thomas’s early
years.
He left for China around July 10 together with seven other Passionist priests. Such a trip at that
time meant something very different than it would mean today. This was really going “away,”
and people did not know when they return. An exchange of letters with home would take
weeks. Further, people knew they would enter China at a tumultuous time in the aftermath of
the Japanese defeat in 1945 and in the midst of a bloody civil war between Nationalist China
and Mao Zedong’s Red Army.
Our lives are shaped by serendipitous events. One of the more significant occurrences during
the time of Thomas’s travel to China was meeting Wm. Theodore de Bary of Columbia
University, the first Fulbright Scholar to China who was later to become a renowned Asian
scholar, on the boat to China. De Bary and Thomas became friends for life and colleagues in a
decades-long study of Asian thought and religion. The length of Thomas’s stay in China was
short. He arrived in Beijing to study Chinese language and culture at a Franciscan school, but in
November of 1948 he had to leave the city because of the advancing Red Army, and he left
China in December of 1948. Still he was indelibly marked by his experiences there. The Beijing
Thomas encountered was flooded with refugees of war, including homeless children. Chinese
money was almost worthless, inadequate housing and destitution were widespread. Thomas
made entries in his dairy of the people he encountered and their desperate conditions. He
developed an admiration for the endurance and survival skills of the Chinese people. Rather
than being repelled by the difficulties he observed, he was drawn even more deeply into a
quest to understand the Chinese language, history, and people. He even dreamed of one day
starting a university and a press in China.
In reading the biography I was struck by how much Thomas’s life was devoted to Asian studies.
In the post-war period there was a growing demand for Asian scholars and this opened the
door for Thomas to teach from 1957-61 at Seton Hall’s Institute of Far Eastern Studies. Later,
from 1961-65, he taught at the Institute for Asian Studies at St. John’s University. In addition to
his studies of Chinese culture and religion, Thomas undertook studies of the religions of India.
He studied both Chinese language and Sanskrit so that he could read or better understand
original texts. He wrote a book on Buddhism (1966) and later one on Religions of India (1971).
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His academic path was never smooth. After returning from China rather than continuing his
studies, he became a US Army Chaplain and was assigned to Germany. The biography said he
spoke German well. This means that in addition to English his languages included Latin,
Chinese, Sanskrit, and German. He arrived in Germany in 1951 at a time when Germany and all
of Europe was still suffering and recovering from World War II. Thomas worked not only with
US military personnel and their families, but also with local German villagers. The biography
makes clear that Thomas was deeply familiar with and touched by human suffering, first by the
oppressed in the US South, and then by those who suffered during the Great Depression, by the
anguish of Americans and others during World War II, and by direct experience with the people
of China in 1948 and in Germany in the early 1950s. His religious order, the Passionists, focused
on divine participation in human suffering and Thomas later extended this to the suffering of
Earth.
Thomas had an uncanny but non-sentimental empathy for people. The biography reports on a
story told by Ted de Bary: “One evening while Thomas was delivering a paper on the esoteric
school of Shingon Buddhism in Japan, de Bary saw tears running down Professor Hakeda’s face.
The next day de Bary . . . asked him why he was so moved at the seminar. Hakeda replied that
in listening to Thomas’s paper, ‘I felt as if I was hearing my old master in Japan speak’” (pp. 7273). The biography gives another report of how Thomas spoke to a group of Indigenous people
and they had a similar experience. Thomas never pandered to people to win their approval,
rather he spoke to people as if he knew them and they sensed they were in the presence of one
who understood their culture and inner being and that they could open up to him. He
strengthened people in their sufferings and in the depths of their deepest concerns, and gave
them a sense of nobility and capability. He also had a way of calling people to be more than
they had been and to do more than they had done. The lives of thousands of people were
transformed by him and their life purposes were recast. I know, for I am one of them.
What seems to me to have been one of Thomas’s biggest breaks came at the time of one of his
deepest crises. While teaching at St. John’s University, tension arose between the president of
the university and the faculty which led to a faculty strike. As a result, thirty-one of the faculty
members were terminated, including Thomas even though he was not a part of the protesting
faculty group. His dismissal led to a request being made to the Passionist Order that Thomas be
prevented from further university teaching and the order complied with the request. This was a
crushing blow to Thomas and he vigorously defended his role at St. John’s and the value of his
teaching. In time the Superior General of the order in Rome reversed the ban on further
teaching. Shortly thereafter, in 1966, at age 52, Thomas was hired by Fordham to teach in its
theology department. This was the beginning of the flowering of his career into the globally
significant person he became.
At Fordham he continued his Asian studies and established the history of religions program.
Thomas became known for his teaching and drew students to him, many of whom were to be
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important in his future work. He moved from the Passionist monastery in Jamaica, Queens,
New York City, to the Passionist retreat center in Riverdale, The Bronx, New York City, which
was near to the Fordham campus. At this retreat center he established the Riverdale Center for
Religious Research, which became his base of operations until he returned to North Carolina at
age 80 in 1995. During his time at the Riverdale Center, Thomas received guests from around
the United States and the world. He held monthly gatherings at he which invited lecturers
spoke. He wrote essays that were copied using a mimeograph machine and distributed. A
collection of the essays were bound into the 11 volumes of the Riverdale Papers. This was his
most creative period. Many of the papers were revised and published in The Dream of the Earth
(1988), The Great Work (1999), Evening Thoughts (2003), The Christian Future and the Fate of
Earth (2009), and The Sacred Universe: Earth, Spirituality, and Religion in the 21st Century
(2009). The Riverdale Center was also where Thomas’s relationships with Mary Evelyn Tucker,
John Grim, and Brian Thomas Swimme and many others developed. In 1984 Swimme published
a very popular book on the universe story in the form of a dialogue between Thomas as the
master teacher and Swimme as the student. Later the two became joint authors of The
Universe Story: From the Primordial Flaring Forth to the Beginning of the Ecozoic Era—A
Celebration of the Unfolding Cosmos (1994). Tucker and Grim, as well as writing many books of
their own, edited all of Thomas’s books beginning with The Dream of the Earth, and they now
serve as Managing Directors of the Thomas Berry Foundation.
Thomas’s public life grew greatly after the 1988 publication of The Dream of the Earth, which
sold well over 100,000 copies and is still in print. He spoke at many, many conferences and
retreats around the world and engaged in conversation with people from many places and
walks of life who visited him in Riverdale and, after 1994, in Greensboro, North Carolina. Many
projects and organizations developed around Thomas’s work and a significant portion of them
remain in being. The documentation and detail of the activities of Thomas throughout his life in
this biography are amazing and informative.
The last four chapters of the biography concern Thomas’s thought. Chapter 9 is on “Narratives
of Time.” As discussed in the foregoing, Thomas sought an understanding of the broad sweep of
human history and of diverse human cultures. In his studies of the histories of religion he
became aware of the importance of cosmology to human cultures and religions. In his study of
history at Catholic University, Thomas was influenced by Christopher Dawson’s argument that
religion was at the foundation of every culture and Thomas felt that the base of every religion
was a “cosmological system that orient[s] humans to their place in the universe and . . . Earth”
(p. 99). This is true not only in the cultures grounded in classical religions, but also in secular
Western modernity with its acosmic understanding of a meaningless universe composed of
inert matter in motion available for exploitation by humans. This secular understanding
functions as a religion with its own acosmic cosmology. In his years in Riverdale Thomas
became familiar with the secular scientific story of the universe . . . as did others because it was
not until the 1970s that the big bang theory of the universe became the scientific consensus
and the evolutionary history of Earth became widely known. Thomas connected his
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understanding of religion, culture, and historical cosmologies with the new secular scientific
story and gave birth to his “new cosmology” or “universe story” or “new story.”
Chapter 10 is on “Teilhard and the Zest for Life.” Teilhard de Chardin was a Jesuit priest with
training in paleontology and biology. His paleontological work took him to China where he was
involved in the discovery of the Peking Man. His broad knowledge of geology, paleontology,
and evolutionary history led to path-breaking books on the relation of the divine and evolution.
His book The Phenomenon of Man (in a more recent translation, The Human Phenomenon)
described the common heritage of all species, including Homo sapiens. Teilhard understood the
divine as being at work in the evolutionary universe, even in matter. His works, which (other
than his scientific works) were not published until his death in 1955 and not in English until
1959, greatly influenced Thomas’s thinking. He noted, “‘The three main teachings of Teilhard
that influenced me most profoundly were: that the universe from the beginning had a psychicspiritual as well as a physical-material dimension; that the human story and the universe story
are a single story; that western religious thinking needed to move from an almost exclusive
concern for redemption to a greater emphasis on creation’” (Berry, An Appalachian View, 5,
quoted on pp. 126-27). Teilhard gave Thomas an understanding of the evolutionary universe as
an integral process, which meant that characteristically human aspects such as culture,
consciousness, and religion were integral with that process. Teilhard also gave Thomas a way of
understanding the future as promise and the special role humans have to fulfill in the universe.
Brian Thomas Swimme and other scientists gave Thomas understandings of the Earth process. I
was surprised to learn from the biography that there was no sudden point at which Thomas
turned from humanistic concerns, such as history and the study of religions and cultures, to
ecological concerns. What occurred was more of a growing integration and, in a sense, a
necessary conclusion that humans are grounded in the Earth and universe and that Earth’s life
and life systems are in peril. He had studied human cultures and had seen how they were
related to ecosystems and bioregions and cosmologies. He wrote that soon “‘after the Riverdale
Center was founded, the focus of attention shifted to the ecology issue’” (Goldenrod, 96,
quoted on p. 114).
Chapter 11 is on “Confucian Integration of Cosmos, Earth, and Humans.” Perhaps no word
better captures Berry’s thought than “integral.” The dictionary definition of the word as an
adjective is “essential to completeness” or “possessing everything essential.” As a noun it
means “a complete whole.” Thomas wrote about how the universe was ever integral with itself
throughout its vast extent in space and time. He spoke of integral ecology and integral
spirituality. One could say that there was a wholeness in the universe from the beginning. It
proceeded through a process of diversification, but always in its diversity there was the
wholeness, which Thomas described as communion (togetherness) and subjectivity (psychospiritual awareness of part, whole, and relationships). The universe was not self-explanatory, it
had numinous (mysterious, unknowable) origins—one could not account for why there was
something rather than nothing or why the universe has had its particular order and dynamics
through its sequence of irreversible transformations. Our access to the divine was through the
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universe itself, the universe was a manifestation of the divine and the locus of divine activity.
Humans had a special role as knowing subjects.
Chinese culture developed around a combination of Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism.
None of these religions were theistic in the sense of appealing to a personal transcendent deity.
The Chinese word “tian” which is translated as “Heaven” means something closer to the cosmic
order, rather than a transcendent realm as in Christianity. Di is Earth. A human is rén (人) and
another character (仁) with the same pronunciation means humanness/humanheartedness/virtue/compassion. When a human rén (人) lacks rén (仁), he or she is not really
human. Humans were the middle between Heaven (or the cosmos) and Earth and were the
understanding heart of the universe. The cosmos is the larger dimension of humans and
humans discover themselves in the cosmos. The biography describes Confucianism as an
anthropocosmic tradition, and refers to Tu Weiming’s characterization of it as “‘spiritual
humanism’ expressing a continuity [among] all orders of reality—Cosmos, Earth and Human”
(p. 226). The love that is found in healthy family relations is reflected in the cosmos under a
universal law of compassion. In the cultivation of the self and deeper knowledge of the self, one
comes to know the cosmos. Thomas wrote, “The main principle of Confucian thought is that the
human is integral with the Earth and the entire universe” (Thomas Berry, Evening Thoughts, 85,
quoted on p. 226). Confucianism sought harmonious relations with family, society, government,
and nature. Thomas’s study of Confucianism affected his vision of ecozoic societies and of Earth
jurisprudence.
Chapter 12, the final chapter, is on “Indigenous Traditions of the Giving Earth.” Another great
influence on Thomas’s work was the wisdom of Indigenous people, especially American Indians
and the T’boli peoples in the Philippines. These Indigenous people had a mystical communion
with all the beings in their bioregions. They had connection with the archetypal world and the
collective unconscious and were able to express this through ritual, art, and dream experience.
This is in contrast with Euroamericans who are so focused on rational thinking and ego
consciousness that they have largely lost or suppressed this mode of consciousness. Thomas
met American Indian leaders such as Oren Lyons and John Mohawk; he worked with the T’boli
peoples; he read books on Native American lifeways; and he taught courses on religious studies
and the American Indian. Indigenous people grounded their lives “in different relationships of
kinship and reciprocity with the community of life in a bioregion” (p. 240). They had a sense of
the continuity of life forms and that they shared a genetic inheritance with plants and other
animals. The Indigenous people experienced a living Earth. The universe was not driven by
alienating and impersonal forces, but was grand, was demanding in its discipline, and called
forth heroic responses. Thomas’s primary observation that “the universe is composed of a
communion of subjects not a collection of objects” was in part derived from the wisdom of
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Indigenous people. They had a cosmic vision, or cosmovisión, and based on their wisdom,
among other influences, Thomas wrote:
In reality, there is a single integral community of the Earth that includes all its
component members whether human or other than human. In this community every
being has its own role to fulfill, its own dignity, its inner spontaneity. Every being has its
own voice. Every being declares itself to the entire universe. Every being enters into
communion with other beings. (Thomas Berry, The Great Work, 4)
Such was the wisdom of Indigenous people.
As stated at the beginning of this review, the biography does not make extravagant claims for
Thomas’s place in history. It simply tells the story of Thomas Berry. It lets us know what his life
was, how it was shaped, and the teachings he conveyed.
As also stated earlier, Thomas was a kind of polymath—he was a polymath of cultures and of
interiorities. The Buddhist cried when he heard Thomas because he heard him as the voice of
his own teacher. Later when he spoke at the “Four Winds Assembly” called by elders of certain
Native American tribes, “Chief Tom Porter, founding elder of the Mohawk Kannatsiohareke
community in upstate New York, said . . . he had never heard a non-Indian speak so much like
his grandfather and the older people of his memory. He turned and addressed Thomas as
‘Grandfather’” (p. 244). Wherever Thomas spoke, people heard their own deepest voice.
Berry was also a polymath of cosmology and ecology. He understood the meaning of his times .
. . our times . . . in a profound way—we are destroying the life systems of our planet, industrial
civilization must yield to an ecological-cultural age. While many have written of the
Anthropocene epoch and disturbance of the planet, Thomas was and is the only one to my
knowledge who has cast our situation as that of living in a time of transition between geobiological eras. He said we are in the terminal Cenozoic era and he offered the promise of an
Ecozoic era in the life of the planet Earth, but to achieve this would involve reinventing the
human and changing our mode of civilizational presence. He had a significant impact, one that
is continuing, on education, religion, ecology, and law. He transformed and is transforming
countless lives.
Thomas rarely characterized who he was or what his role in history was. He did speak of himself
as being of the shamanic type, which the biography interpreted as meaning “one who entered
deeply into the powers of the universe and Earth and brought back an integrative vision for the
community” (p. 39). He also spoke of himself as a “geologian,” one who immersed himself in
the evolutionary development of the universe and its meaning. Though he did not like the term
and it is not used in the biography (probably because of its varied religious connotations and
meanings and often communication with a divine being), I think of him as a prophet: “One who
names a situation truthfully in its largest context without being pulled unto dualistic factions”
(Richard Rohr). “A person gifted with profound moral insight and exceptional powers of
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expression” (American Heritage Dictionary). One who renders judgment and commands
reform. One who foresees the future and its perils and offers a vision of renewal.
Though of religious background, Thomas made no claims of divine inspiration, only of
knowledge gained as a student of Earth, its history, its science, and cultures. He gave to us the
Great Work of bringing into being the Ecozoic era and the vision of what that can be. He gave us
ecological spirituality as a source of strength and guidance. He gave us a new cosmology, a
knowledge of our genetic coding and kinship with all beings, and an understanding of human
culture and cultures and how we can draw on the wisdom of various cultures and create new
cultures needed for the Ecozoic era.
Audaciously he foresaw a human future of millions of years on Earth. He gave us an
understanding of the Great Work we must do. We might say that he taught us we are a young
species. If we do this work, we are at the beginning, not the end.

NEWS
BEYOND RECYCLING
By Alice Loyd
Recycling was never the answer to the problem of waste, which is the inevitable consequence
of production and consumption in our industrialized economy. When we ecozoans bought a
product, however, we were much happier if it could be recycled to make a new product. Using
curbside services provided by our municipality or transporting recyclables to the pickup site, we
recycled faithfully. We were relieved to be adding less to the waste stream. Our recycling
assuaged some of our guilt.
Unfortunately, our recycling amenity is under threat now, and news outlets as well as waste
management experts have been covering the story. I’ll review it as it has been addressed by
these sources, and then consider where we go from here.
In a report published in March of 2016 a Pew Trust research team commented,
For years, recycling programs seemed like magic. Municipalities, counties and state-run
programs were not only improving the environment but spending little to do so and in
many cases saving money by not having to pay landfill fees or making money by selling
the material to processors who wanted it. Recycling haulers and processors offered lowor no-cost contracts to municipalities and other customers because they wanted to sell
the recycled material at what were high—even record high—prices during what Joe
Pickard, director of commodities at the Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI),
called “the super cycle in commodities.”
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In April of 2018 Brent Bell, Vice President of Recycling Operations for the company Waste
Management, wrote in WM Media Room,
Many of us grew up with a different kind of recycling program than we have today. Back
in the day, we separated items at the curb each week, making it easier to process paper,
aluminum and plastics into different material streams. All the right things were being
recycled. Then in the early 2000s, recycling changed with the arrival of single-stream.
Through this process, residents and businesses could put all of their recyclables into a
single bin or cart, and those items would then be separated at a sorting facility. Over a
short period of time, thanks to the convenience of single-stream, more people began to
participate and recycling rates soared to their highest levels. Households were recycling
more, and as a result, we were processing millions of tons more for the betterment of
our communities and environment. Recycling had entered its boom years.
Wikipedia suggests several advantages to single-stream collection besides customer
convenience. Collection costs are lower because single-compartment trucks are cheaper to
purchase and operate, collection can be automated, and collection routes can be serviced more
efficiently; it takes a driver less time to collect the recyclables; and it allows single-compartment
vehicles to be used to collect recycling and reduces the number of reserve vehicles needed.
Between 2005 and 2014, recycling programs went from covering 29 percent of American
communities to 80 percent, and the growth of single-stream recycling tracks with the growth of
recycling overall in this country. But, as reported on fivethirtyeight.com, it also pretty closely
tracks with skyrocketing contamination rates.
“We get a lot of diapers,” said Anne Germain, vice president of technical and regulatory
affairs with the National Waste and Recycling Association. There are also electronics and
batteries, plastic grocery bags and Christmas lights—all of which can be recycled, but
only through specialty drop-off programs, not the curbside bin. There are perfectly
recyclable cans and paper coated in food, grease or cleaning fluids that render them
unrecyclable. There are plastic bottles full of glass syringe needles that break open at
the sorting facilities like a piñata from hell.
During the magic years, this adulteration was not a significant problem for US recyclers.
According to a March 2019 NPR report on plastics,
China had plenty of capacity to handle plastics and lots of cheap laborers to sort the
recyclable materials from the nonrecyclable. By 2016, the US was exporting
almost 700,000 tons a year to China alone. Overall, China imported 7 million tons from
around the world. About five years ago, the Chinese government started to worry about
all this trash coming in. A lot of the plastic was contaminated with stuff that made it
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difficult and expensive to recycle—paper, food waste, plastic wrap (which is not
recyclable). And some of the plastic was hard to recycle and thus not profitable to
import.
As documented on citylab.com in April of this year, contamination rates of US recyclables
before sorting vary from place to place, but can reach 25 percent or higher.
A February 2019 Guardian story quotes a spokesperson for China as having told the World
Trade Organization in July 2017 that it no longer wanted to be the end point for yang laji, or
foreign garbage. Whereas previously it had been the destination for about 40 percent of the
United States’ paper, plastics, and other recyclables, beginning in 2018 China has banned many
scrap materials and has not accepted others unless they meet an extremely strict
contamination rate of 0.5 percent or less.
When the ban came into effect in January 2018, China’s imports of scrap paper fell by 44.6
percent compared to one year earlier, according to statistics from China’s General
Administration of Customs (GAC) quoted on recyclingtoday.com. In that first month of 2018
imports of plastic scrap dropped by 94.4 percent compared to the last month of 2017. A
Reuters report related information from the same source about scrap metal shipments into
China; they fell to 490,000 metric tons in January 2018 compared with a volume of 700,000
metric tons the previous month and 660,000 metric tons in January 2017. When nonmetallic
scrap is included, China’s January 2018 import total for scrap materials fell by 50.3 percent
compared to January 2017.
“These restrictions are the latest way China is attempting to clean up its environment,” was the
explanation on the wastedive.com website on January 8, 2019. The comment continued, “The
restrictions follow a year of regulatory additions and tweaks on recyclable material import
restrictions and bans. Thus far, the US fiber and plastics sectors have been more hard hit by
China's restrictions than metals. But this move advances China's stated goal of banning all scrap
imports — including metals — by 2020.”

In an article published on theatlantic.com on March 5, 2019, entitled “Is This the End of
Recycling?”, the writer said,
For decades, we were sending the bulk of our recycling to China—tons and tons of it,
sent over on ships to be made into goods such as shoes and bags and new plastic
products. But last year, the country restricted imports of certain recyclables, including
mixed paper—magazines, office paper, junk mail—and most plastics. Wastemanagement companies across the country are telling towns, cities, and counties that
there is no longer a market for their recycling. These municipalities have two choices:
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pay much higher rates to get rid of recycling, or throw it all away. Most are choosing the
latter.
On March 16 a New York Times article stated,
Philadelphia is now burning about half of its 1.5 million residents’ recycling material in
an incinerator that converts waste to energy. In Memphis, the international airport still
has recycling bins around the terminals, but every collected can, bottle and
newspaper is sent to a landfill. And last month, officials in the central Florida city of
Deltona faced the reality that, despite their best efforts to recycle, their curbside
program was not working and suspended it. Those are just three of the hundreds of
towns and cities across the country that have canceled recycling programs, limited the
types of material they accepted or agreed to huge price increases.
The article on The Atlantic’s website cited above also said,
This end of recycling comes at a time when the United States is creating more waste
than ever. In 2015, the most recent year for which national data are available, America
generated 262.4 million tons of waste, up 4.5 percent from 2010 and 60 percent from
1985. That amounts to nearly five pounds per person a day. New York City collected 934
tons of metal, plastic, and glass a day from residents last year, a 33 percent increase
from 2013.
Even in San Francisco, long hailed for the high percentage of waste it is able to recycle, the head
of the city’s waste disposal provider, Recology, has said that the system is failing, according to a
theguardian.com article on June 17, 2019. CEO Michael J. Sangiacomo wrote in an op-ed, “The
simple fact is, there is just too much plastic—and too many different types of plastics—being
produced; and there exist few, if any, viable end markets for the material.”
The same Guardian article, part of a series on the problems posed by plastic, states,
Waste plastic is a commodity, and recycling brokers search across the United States and
abroad for buyers who will want to melt the plastic down, turn it into pellets, and make
those pellets into something new. In the past, it made economic sense to ship the
plastic to Asia, because shipping companies that transport China’s manufactured goods
to the US end up with thousands of empty shipping containers to carry back. In the
absence of American goods to fill them, the companies have been willing to ship out
America’s recycling at rock-bottom rates.
With China’s market all but closed, these ships have been carrying our plastic to Malaysia,
Bangladesh, Laos, Ethiopia, Senegal, Turkey, and other similarly unprepared nations already
overwhelmed by the increase in their own plastic waste, continues this same Guardian article.
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In response to the situation, in May 2019 187 countries signed a treaty giving nations the power
to block the import of contaminated or hard-to-recycle plastic trash. A few countries did not
sign. One was the United States, which generated 34.5 million tons of plastic waste in 2015, the
last year for which epa.gov has published figures.
Among all the materials we are accustomed to recycle, one has come under special scrutiny—
single-use plastics. The UN Environment Program (UNEP) report, “Single-Use Plastics: A
Roadmap for Sustainability,” lists the most common materials found in waste litter (in order of
magnitude): cigarette butts, plastic beverage bottles, plastic bottle caps, food wrappers, plastic
grocery bags, plastic lids, straws and stirrers, glass beverage bottles, other kinds of plastic bags,
and foam take-away containers. Most are single-use plastics. A June 2018
nationalgeographic.com article says, “Many of these products have a lifespan of mere minutes
to hours, yet they may persist in the environment for hundreds of years.” The above-referenced
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) site shows that the largest category of plastic we
consumed, at over 14 million tons in 2015, was the containers that held the products we
bought—packaging, used once and then thrown away.
The following graph from the UNEP paper illustrates increased attention to the problem of
single-use plastics on the part of national governments, actions that reflect the concerns of
consumers, municipalities, and non-governmental advocates.
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The report also lists these regulations country by country, and where national policies don’t
exist, as in the United States and most European Union countries, by local governments. The
map below highlights bans on two major single-use products.

The UNEP report, as appealingly presented as a mass media article, is a treasure of information
about single-use plastic. It is here I learned, for instance, that “biodegradable” plastic items
(including single-use plastic bags and containers) break down completely only if exposed to
prolonged high temperatures above 50°C (122°F). Such conditions are met in incineration
plants, but very rarely in the environment. Therefore, even bioplastics derived from renewable
sources (such as corn starch, cassava roots, or sugarcane) or from bacterial fermentation of
sugar or lipids (PHA34) do not automatically degrade in the environment and especially not in
the ocean. The complete report may be downloaded here.
The message coming through all this information is that recycling in June 2019, even when
performed with expertise through the diligent efforts of individuals, companies, and
government entities, can no longer be viewed as a major part of the solution to the exponential
amount of waste generated by an increasingly industrialized world population. Clean Water
Action describes recycling as “magical thinking.” A number of statements I found here and
there on cleanwateraction.org express the position clearly: “As a society that over-relies on
disposable items, recycling provides a comforting sense that our rampant consumption is
compatible with eco-friendliness. But we can't recycle our way out of this mess.” “Actions
which provide the assurance that the problem will be solved and that the status quo is
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acceptable can inoculate us against a big-picture, potentially paradigm-shifting engagement
with the problem.” “We are at the end of a feel-good, ‘recycle it away’ era. If we can activate
the behavior change, policy, and innovation to respond accordingly, this could be an
opportunity dressed as a crisis.” “China’s import ban can be the catalyst for us to recommit to
one of ReThink Disposable’s fundamental values: changing how we consume. Just as there is no
‘away’ when we throw away waste, we can no longer pretend that there is an ‘away’ when we
put something in the recycling bin.”
The creation of a circular economy is one vision that changes how we consume. The following
chart developed by the initiative Waste-Free Ontario depicts the key elements involved:

Circular doesn’t solve all the problems
A circular economy, as envisioned by the Waste-Free Ontario and Rethink Disposable
campaigns, is one in which consumption doesn’t require as many raw materials as now and
does not leave a trail of waste. Circularity addresses important problems in the industrial
economy, yet we ecozoans should strive for more. We need an economy based on minimal
exploitation and equitable distribution, one that seeks to meet genuine needs rather than
indulge momentary appetites. It would encourage us to produce a lot more of what we
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consume, to engage in creative activities more often than to seek entertainment. We would
“make time” as much as make money. We would emphasize sharing, would begin to build what
has rarely existed in North America except among indigenous people and new immigrants:
caring community. I think the demanding times ahead will call for lifestyles and living
arrangements that go far beyond recycling, and now is the hour to “buy into” this more resilient
economy.

RECYCLING TIPS
Handling paper, glass, and aluminum




These two sites give information as well as advice concerning paper: goingzerowaste.com
and earth911.org.
The special problems facing glass recyclers are dealt with very well on these sites:
americanrecycler.com and waste360.com.
Discarded aluminum is more valuable than any other item in the recycling bin.
Aluminum.org promotes its recycling, and theworldcounts.org offers a fascinating visual.
Help to reduce the use of single-use plastic!





The website Water Docs offers an attractive list of “10 Single-Use Plastics You Can Quit
Right Now (and What to Use Instead).”
The Plastic Free Challenge offers suggestions as it also promotes substitute products.
The poop bag presents a twice-daily problem for conscientious dog owners, but these
sites give good, if challenging, guidance: davidsuzuki.org, grist.org, the verycomprehensive gobarking.com, and onegreenplanet.org. The last site informs viewers,
“The Federal Trade Commission recently published a press release stating that at least 20
manufacturers of dog waste bags have deceptively labeled their products as
‘biodegradable’ and ‘compostable.’”
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THE LIVING LEGACY OF THOMAS BERRY







TB19 – The Living Legacy of Thomas Berry Event by Herman Greene
“We Are Gathered among the Trees” by Jim Conlon
“Honoring Thomas Berry” by Bill Peck
“On the Tenth Anniversary of Thomas Berry’s Passing” by Betty Lou Chaika
“Gifts Thomas Berry Has Given Us” by Lauren de Boer
Engaged Thomas Berry Legacy Projects compiled by Elizabeth McAnally

TB19 – THE LIVING LEGACY OF THOMAS BERRY EVENT
By Herman Greene
During the period May 30-June 1, 2019, CES and these six other groups
Center for Education, Imagination and the Natural World,
Center for Human-Earth Restoration
Eco-Institute at Pickards Mountain
Emerging Ecology
Piedmont Bioregional Institute
Timberlake Earth Sanctuary

gathered with over 100 invited participants to remember the life of Thomas Berry and renew
his work on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of his death. This was not a conference, a
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colloquium, or a seminar. We came together to be together and to connect with the land that
gave birth to Thomas.
There was one 20-minute talk by Carolyn Toben on the first day and on the third day a threehour session on the new biography of Thomas Berry (see review in this issue) led by Mary
Evelyn Tucker, John Grim, and Andrew Angyal. Otherwise there were intense small group
conversations, solo walks in the forest, conviviality, and soul time.
We were not the only ones to celebrate this anniversary and seek renewal. We know there was
an event at Green Mountain Monastery in Vermont, another at Genesis Farm in New Jersey,
and one at the Gaia Foundation in London, UK. There must have been others too.

At TB19 we experienced, as a hymn says, “There’s a sweet, sweet spirit in this place.” We all felt
it and sensed its power. Possibly a new spirituality, one connected with the spirituality of Earth,
about which Thomas taught us, is the most important thing we have to offer in the Great Work.
Teilhard de Chardin worried that humans wouldn’t rise to meet the challenges ahead because
of a lack of spiritual energy. This energy must come from something greater than ourselves. We
may say it comes from the universe or Earth but what we really mean is that there is some deep
evolutionary spirit bringing into being all things, shaping all things, conditioning all things, and
giving life to all life.
The organizers of TB19 sought to move the center of gravity of Thomas Berry’s work from
academics to practitioners, to those who labored in the vineyards. We discussed how Thomas
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had touched us and shaped our work. We discussed the challenges and opportunities ahead. As
we closed, we discussed what is emerging from this place.
This was our Pentecost. This was our coming out. Something cosmic happened.
Now it is time to form a genuine larger community of Thomas Berry’s work. The networks and
forms are emerging.
WE ARE GATHERED AMONG THE TREES
By Jim Conlon
Written at TB19 on June 1, 2019
We gathered among the trees
Embraced by the land where Thomas dwelled
Here among the meadows, butterflies and daisies
Is where he found his voice.
For more than forty years
He studied, read and thought about the beauty of the Earth
And the danger up ahead
A foreboding that he felt deeply
About to befall our sacred home.
A wise and friendly man he was ablaze with words and surprise
Thank you – you said when you died you were not going anywhere
But you were not correct
You are here among us now today.
HONORING THOMAS BERRY
By Bill Peck
Written at TB19 on June 1, 2019
Was there meaning
Hidden in the darkness
Before the Universe began?
Was there immense longing
To break away from black-holed
Emptiness and pain –
Massive – of death too often
By suicide and desolation
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Instead, we are fed by all
The creatures. Their intense
Beauty may have seemed
Hidden, but they sing out with joy.
Shared and irrepressible like
Great waterfalls in full flood
Tumbling ecstatically
Down the rocks to feed a thirsty world
We share in the divine patience
Which waits for centuries to
Turn fins into arms that hug,
Into arms that lift and heal.
And into minds that plan and pray and love,
Millions of prayers that merge into
One great prayer that the Universe
Prays and is.
ON THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THOMAS BERRY’S PASSING
By Betty Lou Chaika
Written upon Reflection on TB19
A swallow sculpts a green smile
of a nest on a beam of the barn above
all our comings and goings.
Cricket frogs shake their marblefilled rattles louder
than our sweet words of praise.
Tiger swallowtails puddle on the
muddy edge of the lake between
willows and the tag alder, in which
a red-rumped assassin bug lurks,
slurping sustenance, as do we.
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Swift swallows swoop over
the water nabbing bugs for those
yellow-mouthed babies lined up
at the edge of new life.
Elder flowers, white dinner plate doilies,
hover on the edge of becoming
black-red juiciness.
May we become elders and flowers
and medicine as our Elder
Berry has been for us.
Text and photos (c) 2019 Betty Lou Chaika
Re-printed, by permission, from Betty Lou Chaika's story, Thomas Berry: Celebrating a Wise Earth-Elder.
http://earthsanctuaries.net/thomas-berry-earth-elder/

GIFTS THOMAS BERRY HAS GIVEN US
By K. Lauren de Boer
Editor’s Note: This is a letter written on May 30, 2019, by K. Lauren de Boer, a poet, author, and
former editor of Earthlight Magazine, to participants in the Living Legacy of Thomas Berry Event
Dear Friends,
Greetings to everyone. Although I could not be with you, this gathering has prompted me to
reflect on the many gifts Thomas has given us.
One of those gifts is that of the “touchstone,” the experience of a place we return to for guidance
throughout our lives. Thomas showed us that Earth is our primary touchstone, and ultimately
where we will find our way. His touchstone experience was the meadow across the creek. My
own touchstone was a crisp fall day spent on a deep bend of a Midwestern river out on the wide
prairie in the company of giant bur oaks, herons, and migrating birds across sunlit clouds. I’m sure
you could each name your own.
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Thomas also gave us the gift of seeing more deeply. We have a sharper discernment of our
integral role in the Earth community through his eyes. We now know that we are all subjects in
a universe where deeper seeing becomes deeper communion becomes fuller being for all.
Finally, Thomas gifted us by affirming our passion for justice for the whole of the Earth
community. Saint Teresa of Avila counseled us to “take up the cause that inspires you to love
most deeply.” Our cause is the children, all living beings, future generations. This is the
communion of subjects, the deeper love that Thomas Berry is still calling us to. This is the legacy
we must keep alive.
I look forward to moving forward together as a movement dedicated to the well-being of the
Earth Community.
ENGAGED THOMAS BERRY LEGACY PROJECTS
Compiled by Elizabeth McAnally
Elizabeth McAnally of the Forum on Religion and Ecology at Yale has compiled a 55-page list of
“Engaged Thomas Berry Legacy Projects,” which is posted on the thomasberry.org website
here. This list is a sign of the high and continuing activity inspired by Thomas Berry’s work.
Please consult it for your reference and help her to update and add to the list by emailing her
here.

CES NEWS
By Herman Greene
 Call for Stories—2019 Ecozoic Journal on “The Living Legacy of Thomas Berry: Stories
from the Great Work”
 2018 Ecozoic Journal on “The Ecozoic Way: The Foundational Papers of CES”
CALL FOR STORIES—2019 ECOZOIC JOURNAL ON “THE LIVING LEGACY OF THOMAS BERRY:
STORIES FROM THE GREAT WORK”
Please send us your stories of how you are living the legacy of Thomas Berry. We will publish
these stories in in the 2019 issue of the Ecozoic Journal, which will be on “The Living Legacy of
Thomas Berry: Stories from the Great Work.” Submissions are due by the end of August (August
31, 2019), though we will probably give some leeway to those who miss this deadline. In
general stories should not exceed 2000 words, about four, single-spaced typewritten pages, but
we will be flexible.
The format for the 2019 issue of the journal will be similar to the “Tribute to Thomas Berry”
issue published in 2009. In that issue we published tributes to Thomas written by 151 people.
The difference is that the 2019 journal will be stories of how Berry’s legacy is being lived, rather
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than tributes. CES will work with the Thomas Berry Foundation in collecting and publishing
these stories. Along the way we will also work to update the list of “Engaged Thomas Berry
Legacy Projects” that appears on the www.thomasberry.org website.
So what kind of stories should these be? In a formal sense, through your stories we will be
documenting that Thomas Berry’s legacy is a living legacy . . . and, moreover, it is a flourishing
living legacy. We thought about asking you for articles on how Thomas’s legacy is continuing;
then we realized that the best way to present his legacy was to publish stories of how his work
has influenced people, given form to their lives and organizations, and provided benefits to
people and Earth. Probably the best stories will not be reports as such, but rather vignettes on
how, as a result of your work, something surprising happened, lives were changed, or healing
occurred.
We don’t want to be too specific about the types of stories because we, also, want to be
surprised by your stories. We want stories that will inspire and guide others. We want stories
from and for the Great Work.
Please send your stories to Herman Greene at ecozoic.studies@gmail.com. Also send a photo of
yourself and a short bio. If you have questions send them to the same address.
JOURNAL ON “THE ECOZOIC WAY: THE FOUNDATIONAL PAPERS OF CES”
The Ecozoic Journal 5 (2018) on “The Ecozoic Way: The Foundational Papers of the Center for
Ecozoic Studies” is now available for purchase.
This issue, a result of thousands of hours of work, is a
compilation of the key ideas CES has worked with over the
last 20 years. Readers of the journal say that it has
deepened their understanding of Thomas Berry’s work and
how to apply it.
The journal is divided into the following sections with the
number of items indicated in each section:

Foundational Statements (10)

Foundational Essays (7)

Key Essays (10)

Key Documents (10)

Foundational Books (6)

Key Books (20)
The journal contains an extended review of each
Foundational Book and each Key Book.
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To see a copy of the Table of Contents, click here.
To read the Foreword, click here.
To read the Preface, click here.
To see an exact printer’s proof of this issue, click here.
To become a member of CES and receive a complimentary copy of this journal click here or
follow the instructions in this form.
For those who are not CES members, and for members who wish to purchase an additional
copy or copies, the cost is $20 each, plus shipping, plus tax, if any (we expect that we will only
collect taxes from North Carolina residents). To order a copy, email ecozoic.studies@gmail.com.
Upon receipt of your email, we will calculate the total cost and notify you. Then you may make
your order and pay by check, credit card, or PayPal. For bulk orders of over five (5) copies, we
will provide a discounted price of US$15.00 per copy, plus shipping and tax, if any.

MUSE
REALLY GREEN BUILDING
By Laurie Cone
Often when an environmentally
responsible person makes decisions
about new home construction, the
choices include replacing
conventional building materials
with recycled, or local, or lowchemical options. Rarely is the
entire premise of what constitutes
a healthy home for the human
inhabitants or the Earth considered.
Fortunately, there is a growing
movement toward using natural
building methods and materials
that have stood the test of time.
They are increasingly being used to
address not just the obvious issues
of affordability and lack of construction waste, but also increased agency, creativity, health, and
well-being.
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Two of the most popular building materials are cob and strawbale, and they are often
combined for their complementary properties. Cob is a mixture of clay, sand, water, and small
amounts of straw, which when dry is covered with a layer of protective clay/lime plaster. It
provides good thermal mass so is ideal on southern exposure walls and earthen floors.
Strawbale construction securely stacks completely dry strawbales then coats them with varying
layers of clay plaster, finishing with one
of several options for final protection.
These coated strawbale walls are much
more insulating than conventional
materials and are ideal for northern
exposure walls. Both materials have
endless creative potential for
aesthetically pleasing curves and cut-in
niches and shelving. And both have a
long history in other parts of the world,
with many cob structures throughout
the British Isles, Africa, and the Middle
East in particular. There is a 900-year-old
seven-story cob structure still in use in
Yemen!
Not only are the structures durable, affordable, and beautiful, but they’re also good for our
health. Dani Mouawad, MD, designed and built the first permitted commercial cob structure in
North America as part of the Ecoheal campus in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. According to the
Ecoheal website, “Clay has a detoxifying effect, is resistant to EMF radiation, and protects the
biodiversity of the indoor microbiomes. There is mounting evidence of the correlation between
human health and a balanced biodiversity of our intestinal flora. . . . In addition, mold growth is
prevented due to the porous quality of cob and the alkaline quality of the lime that lines the
walls.” Dr. Mouawad also sees great potential for the use of off-grid cob buildings with welldesigned composting toilets in areas of the world that have large refugee populations in need
of inexpensive housing and adequate sanitation, which could be any number of places as
climate instability exacerbates political instability.
Greg Allen, who founded the Mud Dauber School of Natural Building in Snow Camp, North
Carolina, has been a leader in the field. From his initial training with lanto Evans at the Cob
Cottage Company in Oregon, who originally brought cob building from his homeland of Wales
in the late 60s, until now, Greg has been a huge fan and proponent of this revolutionary way to
create housing. His workshops show that with a little leadership and guidance, a group of
novices can create very beautiful, very long-lasting, affordable structures. As Greg says on his
website, “We celebrate human-power, local building materials (natural and salvaged), and
creativity.”
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These structures illustrate how communally-built and
locally-sourced buildings could become common again.
Before cheap fossil fuels made global transportation of
materials the norm, people built houses with the
materials that were found essentially on-site—adobe in
the desert southwest, wood in forested areas. They often
came together as a community to put up a barn or help a
new neighbor get established with a house. There are
ways to mechanize the cob mixing and building process,
but the most common method involves a group of
people stomping the ingredients together, then applying
them a big handful at a time!
One of the most remarkable qualities of these materials is the feeling you have when you’re in
this kind of building, particularly one with a living green roof. There is a kind of peacefulness
and quality of the air that is hard to explain. Dani Mouawad of Ecoheal says it’s amazing how
often visitors say it just feels good. Even in a space with room for only a twin mattress or a
couple of chairs, a different kind of quiet, a different kind of spiritual sense permeates the
indoor spaces, renews your spirit, and reconnects you with the natural world.
I recently attended a week-long natural building intensive at the Mud Dauber School that
offered instruction in all facets of natural building. It expanded our exposure to more than cob
and strawbale so that we could also have confidence with foundations, living green roofs,
composting toilets, wattle and daub (filling in a woven lattice of wood strips with wet clay mix),
slipstraw (straw mixed with clay slurry and packed into a form), and harvesting and preparing
small trees for use as supports. I slept in a small rustic cottage that had been the building
project of a previous workshop. Though I arrived tired and acquired many new sore muscles
and bug bites, I left feeling refreshed and restored.
The time spent working hard, learning new possibilities to dramatically reduce the harm done
to the natural world for housing needs, and being able to sleep each night essentially
surrounded by earth inspired and empowered me to look more creatively at what I and my
community might need in terms of shelter. I’m imagining first a new shed with a composting
toilet and outdoor shower, then who knows what’s next!
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THE AGE OF CULTURE - WHY, WHAT, AND HOW?
D. Paul Schafer
Editor’s Notes: This is an abridged copy of a keynote paper D. Paul Schafer wrote for the “10 th
International Scientific and Practical Conference on ‘Spiritual and Cultural Upbringing of a
Personality in Conditions of Humanity’s Entry into the Age of Culture’” held on May 30, 2019, at
the National Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine in Kiev.
An excellent video concerning Paul Schafer’s work, in which many of the themes in this paper
are presented and which was shown to the delegates at the beginning of the Conference, is
available here.
Culture in the future is the crux of the future.
—Eleanora Barbieri Masini
We have arrived at a crucial point in human history. We can continue living in the age of
economics, or we can enter the age of culture. The decision is ours to make.
Many complex problems have emerged over the last few decades that threaten survival and
well-being on the planet. Most prominent among these are climate change, global warming,
escalating shortages of natural resources and basic foodstuffs, huge inequalities in income and
wealth, conflicts between different genders, groups, races, religions, cultures, countries, and
civilizations, the migration of millions of people, increased violence and terrorism, and threats
of nuclear, chemical, or biological warfare.
The environmental crisis has brought things to a head. When the population of the world was
much smaller than it is today and we were less connected there were often great problems, but
they were local in effect. Still, even in the late 1700s there were signs that humanity as a whole
could be in for a rocky ride in the future, especially when Thomas Malthus in his 1798 book, An
Essay on the Principle of Population, predicated population growth would over time outstrip the
means of subsistence.
Contrary to Malthus’s prediction, however, economic growth has provided not only subsistence
but a plethora of additional goods and services for a rapidly growing world population. The
groundwork for this was laid in Adam Smith’s 1776 book, The Wealth of Nations. Smith
described in theoretical and practical terms how people’s standards of living and quality of life
could be improved significantly through economics, economies, specialization, economic
growth, and pursuing one’s self-interest.
In the early 19th century David Ricardo contended that economics should take precedence over
all other activities and constitute the main concern of countries. And in the mid-19th century
Karl Marx created an interpretation of human history generally in terms of economics. He
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believed that the affairs of nations could be divided into an “economic base” and “noneconomic superstructure” because economics is the “cause” and “basis” of everything.
Later economic theories advanced during and after the Great Depression by John Maynard
Keynes and neoliberal economists such as Friedrich Hayek and Milton Friedman, along with the
development of quantitative and statistical indicators for measuring gross and net national
product and per capita income, gave further impetus to economics as the foundation of
societies and indeed the entire world order.1
It is now generally accepted in all parts of the world that if we look after economics and
economies properly, everything else will fall into place and work out for the best. Our
predominant concern is producing as many goods and services, and as much material and
monetary wealth as possible. In order to do this, production, consumption, productivity,
growth, and profits are maximized and numerous activities are valued primarily for their
“economic impact.” Humanity has been so deeply immersed in this age that it is taken for
granted without question.
That is until recently: During the last few decades, research undertaken by many scientific and
environmental organizations, as well as the findings of the Brundtland Commission on the
Environment and Development and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, have
caused many people to have serious reservations about the economic age. They believe
“business as usual” is not acceptable because the risks and dangers are too great—things must
change and change dramatically if environmental sustainability and human welfare and wellbeing are to be assured in the future.
Given this situation, an impartial and candid assessment of the economic age is required.2 It is
impossible, however, to conduct this assessment without recognizing the achievements of the
economic age. Not only has it resulted in the production, distribution, and consumption of a
phenomenal number of goods and services and creation of an astronomical amount of material
and monetary wealth, but also it has improved living standards and the quality of life for billions
of people throughout the world. Countless advances have been made in agriculture, industry,
science, technology, education, communications, health care, politics, and the arts. Given these
things, it is tempting to conclude we should continue to live in an economic age in the future.
However, there are a number of basic problems with the age of economics that must be taken
into consideration because they are evolving very rapidly and threatening to escalate out of
1

See D. Paul Schafer, Revolution or Renaissance: Making the Transition from an Economic Age to a Cultural
Age (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2008), 9-135, for a detailed account of the origins, evolution, and
mechanics of the economic age, as well as an objective assessment of the basic strengths and shortcomings of the
economic age.
2

Ibid.
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control. The most obvious problem is the disastrous effect the economic age is having on the
natural environment. Throughout the economic age the natural environment has been ignored.
The problem with this is that it is not possible to insert the natural environment into the
ideological underpinnings and fundamental principles and practices of the economic age after
the fact. The architectural equivalent to this would be building a colossal office tower on sand.
At some point, it is bound to collapse. The economic age was built on faulty foundations and a
different type of age is required in the future with new theoretical and practical foundations.
Further, as time goes on, it becomes more and more apparent that the economic age is not
capable of coming to grips with a number of other complicated problems, especially conflicts
between different peoples, groups, classes, races, religions, countries, and cultures, vast
inequalities in income and wealth, increased violence and terrorism, numerous immigrant,
refugee, and migration difficulties, countless communications issues, and the inability to
achieve some of humanity’s most important goals or maintain its highest ideals.
The basic problem of the economic age is that it treats economics as “the whole” and
everything else as “parts.” There is a huge difference between saying that economics plays a
crucial role in our lives and in the world—which is an undeniable fact and will likely always be
the case—and saying that economics is the whole and everything else is part of it. There are
many things in life that have little or nothing to do with economics, such as love, friendship,
compassion, integrity, beliefs, truth, and trust.
A great deal of light was shed on this error when anthropologists began travelling to different
parts of the world in the 19th and 20th centuries to study the activities of human societies and
human behaviour in depth and on the ground. These anthropologists needed a word that
described how all these activities were woven together in different combinations to create a
whole or total way of life. Culture was the word they used to designate this holistic
phenomenon. Edward Burnett Tylor, one of the world’s first anthropologists, chose the word
“culture” to describe this holistic phenomenon on the very first page of his book The Origins of
Culture: “Culture or Civilization, taken in the wide ethnographical sense, is that complex whole
which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and
habits acquired by man as a member of society.” 3
Since that time, the word “culture” in the holistic sense has been confirmed by countless
anthropologists, sociologists, and cultural historians. It has also been confirmed by the member
states of UNESCO when they declared, “Culture ought to be considered today the whole
collection of distinctive traits, spiritual and material, intellectual and affective, which
characterize a society or social group.”4 Wole Soyinka, the African Nobel Laureate in Literature,
3

4

E. B. Tylor, The Origins of Culture (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), 1 (italics added).

UNESCO, A Practical Guide to the World Decade for Cultural Development 1988-1997 (Paris: UNESCO,
1997) 16 (italics added).
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also had this in mind when he said, “We need therefore to constantly reinforce our awareness
of the primacy of Source, and that source is the universal spring of Culture. It is nourished by its
tributaries, which sink back into the earth, and thereby replenish that common source in an
unending, creative cycle.”5 And most of all, it is confirmed by people when they say they are
“products of their culture.” By this they usually mean that they are products of everything that
exists in their society or “their culture as a whole.”
What is true for culture is also true for cultures. They are also wholes or total ways of life made
up of myriad parts. Seen from this holistic perspective, it is obvious that the world is made up of
culture and cultures at its very core and in its fundamental essence. Like culture, cultures are
concerned with the entire way people visualize and interpret the world, organize themselves,
conduct their affairs, embellish and enrich life, position themselves in the world, and act in the
world. Indeed, there is very little in the world that is not concerned with or connected to
culture and cultures in this all-inclusive sense.
This all-encompassing perception of culture and cultures is desperately needed in the world
today. It is needed to focus attention on the “big picture,” since this is the thing that is most
lacking and urgently required in the world. It is also needed to bring people and activities
together rather than split them apart—to unite rather than divide—since this is what holism
and the holistic perspective are really all about. Moreover, it is needed to make the changes
that are essential in people’s lives, behavior, worldviews, and lifestyles to come to grips with
the environmental crisis. And it is needed to situate economics and economies in a broader and
deeper cultural and environmental context so that they will be informed by environmental,
social, ethical, and human values and not just commercial, financial, and technological
concerns.
Unfortunately, the holistic perception of culture and cultures has been ignored over the last
few centuries because the world has been preoccupied with economics and economies.
Nevertheless, this all-encompassing perception must now be fully utilized because it has
profound implications and powerful consequences for all decisions, developments, policies, and
actions in the world. This is why Ruth Benedict, the American cultural scholar, emphatically
declared that, “the whole determines the parts, not only their relation, but their very nature.”6
The time has come to capitalize on the holistic perception of culture and cultures as well as the
rich legacy of cultural scholars. This is the key to making the transition from the age of
economics to the age of culture. It is through deeper and deeper forays into the domain of
culture and cultures and legacy of cultural scholars that the portrait of a cultural age emerges
and manifests itself.

5

W. Soyinka, “Culture, Memory, and Development,” International Conference on Culture and Development
in Africa, April 2-3, 1992 (Washington: The World Bank, 1992), 21.
6

R. Benedict, Patterns of Culture (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1963) 36 (italics added).
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It is a portrait that commences with people, as well it should. For all people live a “cultural life”
in the sense that they are compelled to combine all the different parts of their lives together to
form a whole or total way of life. Regardless of what priorities they assign to specific activities
in their lives—religion, economics, education, politics, or sports for example, as well as what
their worldviews, values, beliefs, and ideals are—the fact remains that they must weave
together all the activities in which they are engaged to form a holistic entity. Developing as
much harmony and balance as possible between all these different activities is what living a
cultural life is all about. This is needed for joy, happiness, and fulfillment in life, and also to
experience good health, well-being, spirituality, contentment, and the sublime.
This requirement has been recognized by cultural scholars for more than a century and gave
rise to the idea of “the whole person.” Matthew Arnold, the nineteenth century cultural
scholar, believed that the whole person is best achieved through the “harmonious expansion of
all the powers which make the beauty and worth of human nature, and is not consistent with
the over-development of any one power at the expense of the rest.”7 John Cowper Powys
echoed these sentiments when he said, “The whole purpose and end of culture is a thrilling
happiness of a particular sort—of the sort, in fact, that is caused by a response to life made by a
harmony of the intellect, the imagination, and the senses.”8 This is also consistent with
Goethe’s sage advice to “live in the whole, in the good, in the beautiful.”
Artists, humanists, architects, and similar types of people create many of the signs, symbols,
insights, ideas, and works that are necessary to open the doors to cultures and therefore act as
“gateways” to all the different cultures in the world. This is because paintings, plays, music,
stories, dances, films, myths, legends, and architectural masterpieces are parts of cultures that
have deep symbolic significance for cultures as wholes. Think, for instance, of what Sibelius’
Finlandia with its stirring melodies, Smetana’s Moldau with its rapidly-flowing water, Copland’s
Appalachian Spring with its Simple Gifts, and Monet’s Water Lilies with their exquisite flowers
mean to the people and cultures of Finland, the Czech Republic, the United States, and France.
Mahatma Gandhi captured this best when he said, “a nation’s culture resides in the hearts and
in the soul of its people.”
It is through examples like this, and many others, that it is possible to piece together an
understanding of the holistic character of all the local, regional, national, international, urban,
rural, and ethnic cultures in the world, as well as the cultures of corporations, governments,
hospitals, police forces, and so forth. This latter area has “taken off” recently because we are
beginning to realize that the term “culture” in the holistic sense applies to organizations,

7

M. Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1955), 47-48.

8

J. C. Powys, The Meaning of Culture (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., 1929), 77.
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institutions, and associations as well. Peter Drucker hit the nail on the head for corporations
when he said, “culture eats strategy for breakfast.”
Regardless of what cultures we are concerned with, the challenge is the same for cultures as it
is for people. It is to achieve balance and harmony between the many different parts of
cultures. Johan Huizinga, the Dutch cultural historian, gave us a profound insight into how
imperative this is in the overall scheme of things when he said, “The realities of economic life,
of power, of technology, of everything conducive to man’s material well-being must be
balanced by strongly developed spiritual, intellectual, moral and aesthetic values.”9
In the age of economics, serious imbalances and disharmonies exist between the material and
non-material and the quantitative and qualitative dimensions of development, and these
imbalances and disharmonies are now threatening human survival and well-being on the
planet. Indeed, it would not be far off the mark to say that, after a certain point, the more the
realities of economic life, power, technology, and everything conducive to people’s material
well-being are pursued, the less environmental, spiritual, intellectual, moral, and aesthetic
values are sustained or achieved. Oscar Wilde warned us about the danger of this problem
more than a century ago when he said, “it is possible to know the price of everything and value
of nothing.”
The solution to this problem is to place a high priority on the environment, the arts, sciences,
education, ethics, and spirituality in the age of culture. On the one hand, this would reduce
humanity’s demands on the natural environment because these activities are largely laborintensive rather than material-intensive in character and therefore do not make as many
demands on nature and nature’s precious resource legacy. On the other hand, it would help to
decrease poverty and disparities in income and wealth because a much higher priority would be
placed on caring, sharing, and compassion that are essential for eliminating poverty and
yielding far more income equality in the world.
It is also essential to develop other crucial relationships in the age of culture, relationships
between human beings, the natural environment, and other species, different genders, groups,
races, and religions, technology and society, the arts and the sciences, the private sector and
the public sector, people’s rights and responsibilities. Furthermore, it is imperative to achieve
balance and harmony not only within cultures, but also between cultures. All cultures need to
be positioned effectively in the natural, historical, and global environment. This would result in
more environmental sustainability and, also, make it possible to come to grips with the cultural
baggage people inherit from the past and carry with them in the present and the future. This is
the key to reducing conflicts and improving relations between the diverse peoples, groups,
races, countries, and cultures of the world, as well as ensuring that all cultures are properly
situated in time as well as in space.
9

K. J. Weintraub, Visons of Culture: Voltaire, Guizot, Burckhardt, Lamprecht, Huizinga, Ortega y Gasset
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 216.
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The age of culture would not be an alternative to the economic age. Rather, it would
incorporate the economic age in a broader, deeper, and more all-encompassing vision of the
global situation, human condition, and world of the future. It is a vision that is much more in
keeping with the needs of all people, countries, and species. Possibly this is what Erasmus had
in mind when he said, “What a world I see dawning before me” at the sunrise of the modern
era, as well as what Eleanora Barbieri Masini meant when she said, “Culture in the future is the
crux of the future.”10

PRACTICES
LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
By Herman Greene
Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did nothing because he could do
only a little.
—Edmund Burke, Anglo-Irish Statesman (1729-1797)

Kitty Kallen wrote a song called “Little Things Mean a Lot.” Here are a couple of verses.
Blow me a kiss from across the room
Say I look nice when I'm not
Touch my hair as you pass my chair
Little things mean a lot
Give me your arm as we cross the street
Call me at six on the dot
A line a day when you're far away
Little things mean a lot
Sometimes when we are overwhelmed by the magnitude of climate change, environmental
degradation and other world problems, we wonder if the little things we do really matter.
They do.

10

E. B. Masini, The Futures of Culture (1991). Volume I: Meeting of the Working Group on the Futures of
Culture, January 9-10, Paris: UNESCO (1991), 6.
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Everything matters.
It took trillions of little steps to get us where we are today, and it will take trillions of little steps
to get us where we want to go . . . as well as some very big ones, which is another article.
Tom Friedman in Hot, Flat, and Crowded told a story that illustrated how even small increases
in electronic devices can have a huge effect, but his story can also illustrate the opposite. He
said if a billion people (say the people of India) each burn one additional 60-watt light bulb, it
would require 60 billion watts to power them or 120 500-megawatt power plants which would
likely use coal as a fuel. So in like manner, if one billion people used one less 60-watt light bulb,
then 60 billion watts of generating power (120 500-megawatt power plants) would not be
needed.
Everything we do makes a difference, even when it’s “just a little.”
So today I’m going to celebrate a few of the little things my wife, Sandi, and I have done to
make a difference. I know our ecological footprint is still greater than what is needed, but we’ve
taken a few steps in the right direction.
Start with my 2000 Honda Insight
It’s still running, clean and well-kept
after 195,000 miles. It was the first
hybrid sold in the United States, and it
was and is still the highest mileage
gasoline car on the road. It was rated
at 70 miles per gallon (mpg) for
highway mileage and once, for a
stretch of 50 miles, I got 85 mpg
(there’s a gauge in the car for
measuring this). Overall, for almost 20
years, I’ve averaged 53 mpg, town and
highway.
I was going to replace this car in 2015
and then in 2020. Now I’m not sure. I
may keep driving it and aim for 2025.
There is a lot of embodied energy in a car (the energy and materials required to build the car),
so even if I could buy a higher mileage car, say a plug-in hybrid, there would be environmental
advantages to just staying with what I have. As one article I read commented, you can’t buy
your way into sustainability.
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Then there are our battery-powered lawn tools. These were considerably more expensive than
gasoline-powered tools and that means it was kind of a luxury to be able to buy them. Yet, we
are able to pay the higher price
to help build a market for these
tools.
We wonder about the life cycle
effects of these tools, since
batteries are made of exotic
materials and will eventually
need to be replaced. We haven’t
researched it fully, but we
believe their environmental
impact is less than gasoline powered tools and the battery-powered tools work great . . . never
have to work to start these! I read that running a gasoline powered lawn mower, just a small
one that you walk behind, for one hour results in emissions equivalent to driving a car 500
miles. Surely emissions from this battery-powered mower are much less, plus we no longer spill
gas to pollute our lawn and for that matter no annual maintenance trips to clean up the motor.
(If one of our readers wants to send an article about a life cycle assessment of these tools,
please do.)
We’ve made an edible, bird
friendly yard. For one thing our
two house cats (an invasive
species that kills millions of birds)
stay inside. We grow apples,
peaches, pears, blueberries,
plums, figs, and muscadine
grapes. We have a large vegetable
garden and a bee hive to support
pollination.

Bees and Vegetable Garden
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Figs and Muscadine Grapes

Blueberries

What we grow, we grow organically and use almost no chemical fertilizers or toxic insecticides.
We know some people won’t
agree with keeping chickens, but
these are among the six happiest
chickens on Earth. My wife, Sandi,
built this coop from a kit.
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A few years back we had our entire house evaluated to locate leaks of air and places where
insulation could be added to improve its energy performance. We paid $10,000 to weatherize
our house, which included a
sealed crawl space. This
means there is not a crawl
space filled with cold air in
the winter and hot in the
summer. Our sealed crawl
space stays at roughly the
same temperature as our
house. As a result we were
able to remove all of our
floor insulation and have
some radiant heat through
the floor.

Our house is heated and cooled with heat pumps, the most efficient systems. When we needed
to replace our old ones, we installed ones
with the highest SEER ratings.
If you could read the fine print on this heat
pump, you would see that this model is
“solar ready.” We’re not sure what that
means.
We keep our house cooled to 78o in the
summer and 62o in the winter. In Japan I
believe the standard for commercial
buildings is 82o in the summer. Maybe we
will do 82o someday.
In rooms where we work, we have small
floor fans to move the air. They make a
difference and we stay comfortable and
productive. We have ceiling fans in our living room and main bedroom.
All of our lightbulbs are LEDs and all of our appliances are at the high end of efficiency.
At night we open the windows in the spring, summer, and fall. What an idea! We have an attic
fan that pulls cool air into our house at night. With all of the insulation we have, after bringing
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in the cool air at night and then shutting our windows in the morning as the day warms up, our
house stays cool without air conditioning most of the time.
Speaking of solar, our house is in the midst of many trees, which help in keeping the house cool
in the summer, but the tree cover is not good for roof-top photovoltaics. We have, however,
installed a roof-top solar water heater.

We live on a beautiful two-acre wooded plot in the Piedmont area of North Carolina, another
luxury to be sure. Yet, if beauty means anything, and we believe it does, we are doing our part
to preserve it. Most of our lot is left in
its natural state and we are joined by
wildlife that can live in a partially
disrupted woodland.
We could move to a smaller home to
lower our ecological footprint, but if we
did, this house wouldn’t go away. The
people who moved into this house
would probably be less
environmentally conscious than we are
and our smaller ecological footprint
might be offset by the bigger ecological
footprint of the people who take our
place. So for now, this is where we will
stay. It’s a good place to house CES,
hold events, and just live. . We know
we have reduced our energy use by
many, many 60-watt light bulbs. It’s not
enough, but it’s a little bit.
Little things mean a lot.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
OCTOBER 30-31, 2019, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE ON “THOMAS
BERRY AND ‘THE GREAT WORK’” – FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
This special conference will explore the life and legacy of Thomas Berry, with presentations on
his intellectual journey, “The New Story,” the Journey of the Universe, Laudato Si, The Dream of
the Earth, and the challenge of “The Great Work.”
This event is free and open to the public.
Wednesday, October 30
Thursday, October 31

Opening Session 4:00 pm - 5:30 pm
Sessions 9:00 am - 4:30 pm

Access Flyer here
Access Schedule here

ORDER NEW BIOGRAPHY ON THOMAS BERRY AT A DISCOUNT
Columbia University Press has published the first biography on Thomas Berry in spring 2019.
The book was written by Mary Evelyn Tucker, John
Grim, and Andrew Angyal. Information on the book
and how to order it at a 30% discount are available
here.
Berry was one of the 20th century’s most important
thinkers. He had encyclopedic knowledge which he
synthesized in books such as The Dream of the Earth
and The Great Work. His works were intellectually
profound, inspiring, and evocative. Anne Marie Dalton
termed the latter characteristic poesis. His
presentations, written work, and conversations
changed the lives of many people and gave rise to a
historic movement that is continuing.
Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim teach at the Yale
School of Forestry and Environmental Studies and Yale
Divinity School where they direct the Yale Forum on
Religion and Ecology. They worked closely with
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Thomas Berry for over thirty years as his students, editors, and literary executors, and are the
managing trustees of the Thomas Berry Foundation.
Andrew Angyal is professor emeritus of English and environmental studies at Elon University.

FREE ACCESS TO JOURNEY OF UNIVERSE FILM AND CONVERSATIONS
You may access the full Journey of the Universe film here. The password is:
whowouldyoube619.
You may access with the 20 conversation related to the film with scientists and
environmentalists here. The password is: JOTU2014

FREE ACCESS TO ONLINE COURSES ON JOURNEY OF THE UNIVERSE AND
THOMAS BERRY
Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim, Yale University, are offering four six-week online courses.
Brian Thomas Swimme provides introductory comments. These are featured as a specialization
under the title: “Journey of the Universe: A Story for our Times.” They are available in English
and in Chinese.
This specialization includes two courses on Journey of the Universe and a course on The
Worldview of Thomas Berry. Each of these courses can be taken independently, followed by an
Integrating Capstone course. These are MOOCs available on Coursera to anyone, anywhere on
the planet.
Learners may audit these courses FREE OF CHARGE (with the exception of the capstone
course). Or learners may register for all of the courses for a small fee and, upon completion,
receive a specialization certificate. The courses do not have to be completed within the sixweek period, rather, learners may take the classes and finish at their own pace.
Courses:





Journey of the Universe: The Unfolding of Life (film & book)
Journey Conversations: Weaving Knowledge and Action
The Worldview of Thomas Berry: Flourishing of the Earth Community
Integrating Capstone: Living Cosmology (only available as part of the specialization certificate—
not available to audit)

For more details and to register, go to:
https://www.coursera.org/specializations/journey-of-the-universe
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BECOME A CES MEMBER, DONATE, VOLUNTEER
You may become a member of CES online here. Or, you may send a letter to CES at 2516
Winningham Road, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516, USA, with your contact information
(name, address, email, and phone) and dues. Annual dues for regular membership are US$35
(individual or family) and annual dues for a sustaining membership are US$135. Alternately you
may become a member (and pay by credit card or PayPal) by contacting
ecozoicstudies@gmail.com. CES also accepts members who pay lesser or no dues.
2019 Members will receive a complimentary copy of The Ecozoic Journal 5 (2018) on “The
Ecozoic Way: The Foundational Papers of the Center for Ecozoic Studies.”

